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About Innovaphone
The management team is made up
of the innovaphone AG
shareholders. This shareholder
structure has had and indeed still
has a lasting effect in establishing
the internationally oriented company
as a reliable partner in the European
IP telephony and Unified
Communications market. The entire
product range is developed and
tested in Germany . This process is
driven by an innovative development
department, which significantly
shaped the technological progress
and is aware of its environmental
responsibilities (Green
IT). innovaphone’s roots lie in
German small and medium-sized
business – the products, such as IP
phones, VoIP gateways, analogue
adapters etc. are being used across
Europe. Entrepreneurial spirit and
development work are characterised
by the emphasis placed on the
guiding concepts of achieving longterm value, producing durable
products and reliability.
See below for a list with supported features when using the
Gigaset PRO DECT IP Devices on Innovaphone
IP800.

Feature

N510 IP PRO

N720 Multi cell

Software release:

210

92

Basic Call

yes

yes

Calling line (CLIP)

yes

yes

-

-

Anonymous call

yes

yes

Do Not Disturb

-

-

yes

yes

yes (local)

yes(local)

Voice mail

yes

yes

Call waiting

yes

yes

Call Hold / Toggle

yes

yes

Music on Hold

yes

yes

Dial code:

Dial code:

on *21*Number#

on *21*Number#

off #21#

off #21#

Dial code:

Dial code:

on *61*Number#

on *61*Number#

off #61#

off #61#
:

Dial code:

Dial code:

on *67*Number#

on *67*Number#

off #67#

off #67#

Call Transfer attended

yes

yes

Call Transfer unattended

yes

yes

Call Transfer blind

no

no

DTMF (RFC2833)

yes

yes

Conference 3pty

yes

no

BLF Busy / Idle indication

--

--

Call pick-up direct ( * 8 extension)

-

-

Call pick-up group ( * 8 )

-

-

Call pick-up BLF

-

-

Call completed elsewhere

yes

yes

Auto provisioning

no

no

Connected line (COLP)

Message waiting
Call list/history

Call forward (CFU)

Call forward (CFNR)

Call forward (CFB)

Codecs

G711,G729,G722

How to: Installation Guide
N510 Innovaphone Wiki

G711,G729,G722

